Several topics related to packing on a sphere are discussed: packing points, packing lines through the center, and packing k-ats in dimension d.
of every face, and continue this process recursively. Optimal or near-optimal packings are found by optimization techniques. One technique simulates the electrostatic repulsion of n electrons con ned to the sphere surface FAQ97, Subj. 6.06]. More sophisticated search techniques HS93] have resulted in stunning packings, such as the one shown in Fig. 2 . This packing is signi cantly more uniform than that obtained by subdividing an icosahedron.
3 Packing Lines Through the Center of a Sphere
The problem of radiating tumors with maximally-separated high-energy beams led Conway, Hardin, and Sloane CHS96] to modify the same optimizing software that produced Fig. 2 to search for packings of lines through the origin, i.e., packing points on a sphere where all points come in antipodal pairs. For example, for n = 6, the best packing is determined (not surprisingly) by the diameters of the regular icosahedron (Fig. 1) ; for n = 5, the best packing (less obviously) is ve of these six diameters. Both of these results were proven optimal by Fejes T oth thirty years ago, but most packings reported in CHS96] are not known to be optimal. Optimal packings are hard to come by, however. It was thus a considerable surprise when work in quantum coding theory led to optimal packings in G(d; d=2) for any d a power of 2. Peter Shor's work on quantum computation produced a group equivalent to the 8-dimensional symmetry group of the optimal G(8; 4) packing mentioned above. Pursing this coincidence, Shor and Sloane constructed optimal packings of (d ? 
